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Œbe Chronicle distribution plant. Estimates as to the total cost 
and the entailed price of power vary most widely. 
This much seems certain—that if the undertaking 
should fail to prove profitable the tax payers in 
general must liear the brunt of failure.

Until recently the idea of public ownership had 
obtained small hold in Canada. Perhaps it was 
that so young a country offered abundance of 
opportunity for individual action and progress. 
Possibly it is now an evidence of the rapidity of 
the country’s growth of late, that the present in
terest in the idea has come to our municipalities 
at an earlier stage in economic progress than it re
latively came to the cities of Great Britain and the 
United States. It is a little less than ten years 
ago that Boston rushed whole-heartedly into 
varied municipal undertakings. No American city 
went so thoroughly into the movement, and few 
old-world cities have gone much further. And the 
statements as to profits and savings !—glowing 
scarcely suffices to describe them. But somehow, 
despite statistics, there was a growing burden upon 
tax-payers that became finally intolerable. Ex
pert accountants got to work on the various dc- 
part merit s’ books and the fancied profits when put 
to tests of common-sense arithmetic vanished ab
solutely. Right or wrong in theory* Boston has 
had enough of miscellaneous municipal under
takings.

Of even more interest has been the ex|x*ricnce 
of British municipalities during the (last few years. 
Exponents of public ownership are not now able, 
as for a time they seemed to be, to make unchal
lenged references to the success of municipal un
dertakings 111 the old land. It was in March, i8gz, 
that the Progressive Party carried London it its 
County Council elections—and immediately a 
most advanced municipal ownership programme 
was entered upon In a rivent issue of the North 
American Review, Ernest E. Williams gives inform
ing details of the practical results that have since 
followed. Previous to the establishing of the 
County Council, the Metropolitan Board of Works 
was the central Ixxly in control of London’s affairs. 
In 1N88, the last year of its latxmrs, its exjx-ndi- 
tures for salaries, office ex|lenses and so forth were 
less than jt.40.ooo. Fifteen years later the County 
Council’s corresponding annual expenditure was 
£.285,000. Other outlays increased enormously 
until under the Progressive regime the debt more 
than doubled, standing in 1906, at £36,000,000. 
Of course, London has grown, but scarcely enough 
to warrant such cx|>enddures.

The profits <>f London's municipal tramways are 
stated by the Review writer to Ik- apparent, but by 
no means actual. When a new tramway is to lie 
started the County Council induces the jiarticular 
Borough Council concerned to pay a third of the
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MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP.

That .1 city’s water supply and sewerage system 
should le under public control is now accepted 
almost as a civic axiom. But it is another matter 
to state jlist what is the proper range for muni- 
cipal undertakings in general. No one but an 
ardent lollcctivist or extreme individualist is like
ly to have any exact opinion to offer. And no 
position lictwcen their extremes seems altogether 
logical Thus it is that practical rather than 
theoretical considerations must continue to rule.

With the beginning of the year a wave of muni- 
ci|ul s, s ialism swept over Western Ontario. Town 
alter town seemed carried in Toronto's wake m
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w:the movement towards municipally distributed 
Niagara (xiwer. I ndoubtedly there is much in 
the pn p- sition that apjx-als to the civic imagina
tion. At any rate it influenced a majority of the
rate

:

payers to choose the pros|xrct of cheaper light 
and power available at most for but a section of

i
jthe minunity in preference to improved sewers 

and letter water supplies. Already in one Ontario 
city, an unlocked for result has occurred from
the rejection of a much needed water by-law 
home ..f the fire companies have notified their 
agenças to lessen risks, and there is talk also of 
considerably increasing rates.

Whether <>r not the |X>wer by-law is per se 
desirable, it seems certain that the municipal en
thusiasm evoked by it has in more than one case 
led to .111 overlooking of the most immediate 
duties and
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CIS 1C :f|needs. Frequently where there

ihas Ixvn apparent
undertakings, investigation has shown that it was 
obtained at the cxjxinsc of more important
interests.

Îm certain municipalsuccess

civic
It scorns not unreasonable, therefore, 

that there were those who opposed the recent Tor
onto (lower by-law as being against the interests 
of the citizens as a whole Toronto will practical
ly become a contractor for a minimum amount of
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flower that must lx- paid for whether disposed of 
or not. there is also the establishing of a large
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